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Time is the book that dismantles the tabloid myths once and for all to give Michael Jackson back his humanity.
Man in the Music—Joseph Vogel 2018-09-27 For more than six decades Elizabeth Taylor has been a part of our lives. Now acclaimed biographer J. Randy Taraborrelli looks past the tabloid version of Elizabeth's life and offers the first-ever fully realized portrait of this American icon. You'll meet her controlling mother who plotted her daughter's success from birth...the see the qualities that catapulted Elizabeth to stardom in 1940s Hollywood...understand the psychological and emotional underpinnings behind the eight marriages...and, finally, Elisabeth in her bravest performances of all: the new success in family, friendships, and philanthropy she achieved despite substance abuse and chronic illness. It's the story of the woman you thought you knew—and finally you can understand.

Starting Over—La Toya Jackson 2012-05-24 La Toya Jackson was always closer to Michael than anyone knew. In this heart-wrenching memoir, she pays tribute to his tortured soul, revealing the intimate moments she shared with the deified pop legend. The story of La Toya Jackson's life is a shocking saga of family secrets, upheaval, and struggle. From her parents' acrimonious divorce, to the loss of their home, to the heartbreak of the tragic 1993 murder of her son Brandy, La Toya provides unprecedent insight into the destruction of one of the most dynamic artists/performers in history.

Health of People, Health of Planet and Our Responsibility—Wael Al-Delaimy 2019-01-01 This open access book does not only describe the challenges of global health, but also presents solutions. The challenges described include air pollution, climate change, extreme weather, and related health impacts that range from heat stress, vector-borne diseases, food and water scarcity, and loss of biodiversity. The book also examines the influence of climate change on the health of children and the planet and on the human health and socio-economic development of vulnerable populations. For example, the book describes how a rise in global mean temperature can be a relatively recent area of current focus. This topic is timely since scientists have confirmed that changes in climate can lead to extreme weather events such as heat waves, floods, and heavy rainfall that can result in more than 650,000 deaths and the displacement of nearly 4 billion people in the last 20 years. Previous work on the implications of climate change for human health has largely focused on the health impacts of climate change, and the book presents new evidence on the multidisciplinary, multifaceted collaborations between physical scientists, public health researchers and policy makers. Further, there was little attention paid to faith-based and ethical approaches to the problem. The solutions and their implementation (e.g. on the roles of faith-based and ethical communities) are also discussed. The book is a valuable resource for all those who are interested in the health impacts of climate change and the role of faith-based and ethical communities in addressing the challenges of global health.